Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Project Area
January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
the public who participated in two virtual open house
meetings conducted on January 26, 2022.
Most of your stars are placed on the South or
West side of town will there be any
considerations for the North or East section of
town, There are large apartment housing
developments along the bike trails but there
is such a disconnect between connecting the
trail heads on the east and north sides of the
downtown core. The bike trail doesn't really
provide a viable alternate route for
commuters or leisure travelers if they can't
cross 2nd/ 3rd street safely. There is also a
highway entrance on the NE side of that
never gets any attention and is impossible to
walk thru, I'd like to see the conversation
grow beyond just Meridian.
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January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.

January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Vehicles

Public concern =
removal of street
trees (esp. w/o
replacements)

Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Project area doesn't
really encompass
everything that
should be
"DOWNTOWN"

Don't want to
see healthy
street trees
removed

Improvements for People Driving
Synchronized signals for improved traffic flow

trees in the
landscape give a
better ambiance
than trees in the
park - but it has to
be the right kind of
tree

Arts Downtown
= non-profit.
Arts
Commission =
City.

Robust art
program in
Downtown
engages
community and
artists

Downtown Furnishings
Seating

There’s a risk of creating
non-places. Planters often
result in dead zones where
no one can walk. And
they’re difficult to maintain.
Thin, nicely placed street
trees are much better to me
than most other types of
plantings.

Downtown Features
Street trees

"I limit my
walks to
controlled
pedestrian
crossings"

Planting areas

need for
traffic
calming

Street improvements to slow vehicles

More
garbage /
recycling
receptacles

Increse visibility at intersections

"Clean up"
downtown streets.
Less debris, drug
paraphanelia.
Remove graffiti.
Boarded up
buildings.

Parklets

Puyallup has TONS of
potential, with the
incredible bike trails,
riverfront, train station,
etc. Let’s get the word
out to the rest of Pierce
County! We have an
undiscovered GEM here.

Improve traffic flow after trains pass through Downtown

Improvements for People Walking

Improve visibility at intersections

Make existing crosswalks safer

Reduce wait times to cross the street

The area around the train
station seems ripe for
improvement and
beautification. What is the
impediment to having a
pedestrian crossing within
the station? -potentially an
elevated crossing

Improvements for People Taking
Transit

Legend

Add new transit stops

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Potential Projects

Continue to
encourage
awnings on
storefronts

Protected cycling should be
encouraged right through
Meridian. The higher the
percentage of NON-privateauto traffic we have along
Meridian, the better it will be
for business & the more
exciting & vibrant PLACE we
will create for everyone to
enjoy.

concern for
pedestrians safety if
bike lanes are
implemented

Check out the
"garbage goat" at
Riverfront Park in
downtown
Spokane, WA!

Pertains to Public Art
Add bike racks and lockers

Improve connections to existing regional trails

Pertains to Bicycles

long wait time
for
pedestrians
crossing at
Meridian

One of the more
challenging
places to cross /
for pedestrians

tracks are
dangerous to
cross and
noisy

Flashing
pedestrian
crossing warnings
on Pioneer don't
seem safe enough

I live at Pioneer Park,
and love being able to
get to nearby
businesses. However, I
am 70yo, wobbly, and
the sidewalks and
crossings can be a
challenge -- due to
patching, disrepair etc

Planting areas

Traffic and traffic
issues (incl
pedestrian
conflicts) get even
worse during
events like the
Farmers Market

crosswalk in
front of City
Hall is
broken

East west traffic flow
in general is difficult if
trying to make left
turn on Meridian.
Flags are not used
but blinking lights are
viable

Potential
Pedestrian
Improvement
Projects

traffic lights at
streets that cross
(E/W) Meridian
only allow about 2
cars through -->
long wait

flasher is
taken outhave to use
a flag

Park functions well. A
few "homeless" issues
are ongoing.

Parklets
Public art

Improvements for People Walking
Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit

Add wider sidewalks
Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Unnamed area

Need a
maintenance
plan

Legend
Opportunities

Issues

Crosswalk in
front of Giorgio's
is not well seen
by drivers

Comments

Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Pertains to Pedestrians
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit
Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Identify a better
and safer
crosswalk
opportunity to
access safeway

Decades ago merchants
suggested signage at
The Fair advertising
events downtown and
similar signs downtown
advising residents of
events happening at the
fair

People don't
know
Downtown is
there

most people do NOT
know that there’s a
downtown Puyallup if
they’re attending the
fair. WAYFINDING is
needed!

walk from DT to
Fairgrounds is nicer
since baskets and
Christmas decorations
wire extendedopportunity to extend
them further

opportunity to
incorporate more
historical markers
(eg in the past had
old Opera Building
marked)

Adults almost NEVER go one
block out of their usual paths.
Boston created the 4.2-milelong Freedom Trail decades
ago, and it made ALL the
difference! Even adults LOVE
to follow a signed path,
especially if it’s painted
directly on the road!

New
development?
-- Mixed use,
add housing in
this area?

Signage and wayfinding

Redevelopment with
mixed commercial /
residential in multistory
structures would give an
impression of being
downtown instead of in
the suburbs

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Important to
get building
owners
involved

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

traffic accelerates
too quickly after
light changes
creating a
dengerous
condition

"I always slow
down which
irritates drivers
behind me,
especially during
rush hour."

Add wider sidewalks

Fairgrounds area: Visual
perception of more open
environment - gas station,
strip mall, one story
businesses surrounded
by parking can lead to
more speed.

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Legend

Street trees

Planting areas

Public art

Concern about
homelessness in
public placesE.G. Pioneer Park,
near Safeway

Need more
storefronts.
Feels too
suburban.
Signage and wayfinding

And have a
better mix of
retailers

Developmentpotentially
Condos or new
type of
development

manage
parking- eg.
create/increase
price of parking
to facilitate
turnover

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Make existing crosswalks safer

people who come
from different
places to go to the
Fair, don't know that
Downtown exists,
and therefor don't
visit it

Lighting

Bike Racks

Improvements for People Walking

Crossings like these
don't have an actual red
light for traffic.. doesn't
feel safe enough for
pedestrians, and is also a
hazard for drivers with
unexpected stops or
slowing traffic.

Add new transit stops

connection to DT
not necessarily
legible from Fair
Grounds- people
coming to State
Fair may not know
that it's there

Lighting

meaningful
planting in
front of City
Hall not well
maintained

Bike Racks

Need to tie all
areas together
better- some
options: artistic/
creative tie in - can
create a trail to
follow

Seating provided by businesses

Great level of activity,
but be cautious at night.

Improve visibility at intersections

traffic issues could
be resolved with
synchronized lights
(potentially to
improve both ped
crossings and
vehicle flow)

Could we
spruce up the
iconic old
Post Office?
Consider some
sort of
improvement or
project in open
space next to
Post Office.

Improve bike
access to/from
downtown, esp
from river trail,
and crossing
2nd and 3rd

Features

Street trees

W Pioneer Ave

"Jewel of the City"

This is a title...

Features

parked cars and
vegetation at street
corners block lines of
sight for pedestrians and
drivers

Signage and wayfinding

Comment would like to
see better mix
of retailers in
Downtown /
Puyallup core

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

quiet zone
(for trains)

create bike
routes a few
blocks away
from the Main
streets
encourage
biking down the
center of
Meridian, ok to
remove excess
parking

Pertains to Pedestrians
Provide dedicated bike lanes

could potentially
connect north
and south side
of tracks with art

Lighting

There is excessive
parking in the
Downtown area.
Business owners /
employees often
want to park very
near their business

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Improvements for People Biking

non-profit is
responsible for art
maintenance,
concern about
vandalism if installed
around the tracks

creating a
shopping
area, without
vehicular
access

Would be interested in
whether or not speed
humps would ever be
considered in the
downtown core especially on Pioneer
outside Anthem and
Activity Center.

Seating

it gets even more
intense during Farmers
Market, Concerts in the
Park, and so on
- because influx of
people and vehicles more parking spots
used, decreasing lines of
site

Seating provided by businesses

I love dense new housing,
such as the mixed-use
development at 330 3rd St
SW. This will help address
homelessness. And it will
add vibrancy to the
downtown core. Empty
parking lots are the
“missing teeth” of urban
areas.

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Add wider sidewalks

Furnishings

Public art

Provide directional signage to reduce wrong-way drivers

I walked to and from the
fair nearly every day of the
September fair in 2021. I
used 2nd street, crossing
7th Ave - the busiest cross
street. Managed well but
travel speed of motorists
was often over the speed
limit.
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The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.

Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Transit

Approximate
proposed boundary
for discussing future
of Downtown
Puyallup

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Pioneer Park and Civic Center

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.

Make existing crosswalks safer

install
recycling bins
that can crush
cans- include
branding

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

Reduce wait times to cross the street

Pertains to Public Art
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Pertains to Bicycles

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

Add wider sidewalks

for pedestrians
crossing from
parking lots, there
is poor traffic light
synchronization
and limited time to
cross

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Improvements for People Walking

Make existing crosswalks safer

Traffic is pretty well
controlled during
the Fair on
Meridian, but off
Meridian it
becomes more
chaotice

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

when there are no
events, time of day
has a big impact on
pedestrian safety
(eg. faster cars and
less visibility early in
the morning)

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes
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The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.
Most of your stars are placed on the South or
West side of town will there be any
considerations for the North or East section of
town, There are large apartment housing
developments along the bike trails but there
is such a disconnect between connecting the
trail heads on the east and north sides of the
downtown core. The bike trail doesn't really
provide a viable alternate route for
commuters or leisure travelers if they can't
cross 2nd/ 3rd street safely. There is also a
highway entrance on the NE side of that
never gets any attention and is impossible to
walk thru, I'd like to see the conversation
grow beyond just Meridian.
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Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Vehicles

Public concern =
removal of street
trees (esp. w/o
replacements)

Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Project area doesn't
really encompass
everything that
should be
"DOWNTOWN"

Don't want to
see healthy
street trees
removed

Improvements for People Driving
Synchronized signals for improved traffic flow

trees in the
landscape give a
better ambiance
than trees in the
park - but it has to
be the right kind of
tree

Arts Downtown
= non-profit.
Arts
Commission =
City.

Robust art
program in
Downtown
engages
community and
artists

Downtown Furnishings
Seating

There’s a risk of creating
non-places. Planters often
result in dead zones where
no one can walk. And
they’re difficult to maintain.
Thin, nicely placed street
trees are much better to me
than most other types of
plantings.

Downtown Features
Street trees

"I limit my
walks to
controlled
pedestrian
crossings"

Planting areas

need for
traffic
calming

Street improvements to slow vehicles

More
garbage /
recycling
receptacles

Increse visibility at intersections

"Clean up"
downtown streets.
Less debris, drug
paraphanelia.
Remove graffiti.
Boarded up
buildings.

Parklets

Puyallup has TONS of
potential, with the
incredible bike trails,
riverfront, train station,
etc. Let’s get the word
out to the rest of Pierce
County! We have an
undiscovered GEM here.

Improve traffic flow after trains pass through Downtown

Improvements for People Walking

Improve visibility at intersections

Make existing crosswalks safer

Reduce wait times to cross the street

The area around the train
station seems ripe for
improvement and
beautification. What is the
impediment to having a
pedestrian crossing within
the station? -potentially an
elevated crossing

Improvements for People Taking
Transit

Legend

Add new transit stops

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Potential Projects

Continue to
encourage
awnings on
storefronts

Protected cycling should be
encouraged right through
Meridian. The higher the
percentage of NON-privateauto traffic we have along
Meridian, the better it will be
for business & the more
exciting & vibrant PLACE we
will create for everyone to
enjoy.

concern for
pedestrians safety if
bike lanes are
implemented

Check out the
"garbage goat" at
Riverfront Park in
downtown
Spokane, WA!

Pertains to Public Art
Add bike racks and lockers

Improve connections to existing regional trails

Pertains to Bicycles

long wait time
for
pedestrians
crossing at
Meridian

One of the more
challenging
places to cross /
for pedestrians

tracks are
dangerous to
cross and
noisy

Flashing
pedestrian
crossing warnings
on Pioneer don't
seem safe enough

I live at Pioneer Park,
and love being able to
get to nearby
businesses. However, I
am 70yo, wobbly, and
the sidewalks and
crossings can be a
challenge -- due to
patching, disrepair etc

Planting areas

Traffic and traffic
issues (incl
pedestrian
conflicts) get even
worse during
events like the
Farmers Market

crosswalk in
front of City
Hall is
broken

East west traffic flow
in general is difficult if
trying to make left
turn on Meridian.
Flags are not used
but blinking lights are
viable

Potential
Pedestrian
Improvement
Projects

traffic lights at
streets that cross
(E/W) Meridian
only allow about 2
cars through -->
long wait

flasher is
taken outhave to use
a flag

Park functions well. A
few "homeless" issues
are ongoing.

Parklets
Public art

Improvements for People Walking
Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit

Add wider sidewalks
Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Unnamed area

Need a
maintenance
plan

Legend
Opportunities

Issues

Crosswalk in
front of Giorgio's
is not well seen
by drivers

Comments

Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Pertains to Pedestrians
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit
Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Identify a better
and safer
crosswalk
opportunity to
access safeway

Decades ago merchants
suggested signage at
The Fair advertising
events downtown and
similar signs downtown
advising residents of
events happening at the
fair

People don't
know
Downtown is
there

most people do NOT
know that there’s a
downtown Puyallup if
they’re attending the
fair. WAYFINDING is
needed!

walk from DT to
Fairgrounds is nicer
since baskets and
Christmas decorations
wire extendedopportunity to extend
them further

opportunity to
incorporate more
historical markers
(eg in the past had
old Opera Building
marked)

Adults almost NEVER go one
block out of their usual paths.
Boston created the 4.2-milelong Freedom Trail decades
ago, and it made ALL the
difference! Even adults LOVE
to follow a signed path,
especially if it’s painted
directly on the road!

New
development?
-- Mixed use,
add housing in
this area?

Signage and wayfinding

Redevelopment with
mixed commercial /
residential in multistory
structures would give an
impression of being
downtown instead of in
the suburbs

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Important to
get building
owners
involved

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

traffic accelerates
too quickly after
light changes
creating a
dengerous
condition

"I always slow
down which
irritates drivers
behind me,
especially during
rush hour."

Add wider sidewalks

Fairgrounds area: Visual
perception of more open
environment - gas station,
strip mall, one story
businesses surrounded
by parking can lead to
more speed.

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Legend

Street trees

Planting areas

Public art

Concern about
homelessness in
public placesE.G. Pioneer Park,
near Safeway

Need more
storefronts.
Feels too
suburban.
Signage and wayfinding

And have a
better mix of
retailers

Developmentpotentially
Condos or new
type of
development

manage
parking- eg.
create/increase
price of parking
to facilitate
turnover

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Make existing crosswalks safer

people who come
from different
places to go to the
Fair, don't know that
Downtown exists,
and therefor don't
visit it

Lighting

Bike Racks

Improvements for People Walking

Crossings like these
don't have an actual red
light for traffic.. doesn't
feel safe enough for
pedestrians, and is also a
hazard for drivers with
unexpected stops or
slowing traffic.

Add new transit stops

connection to DT
not necessarily
legible from Fair
Grounds- people
coming to State
Fair may not know
that it's there

Lighting

meaningful
planting in
front of City
Hall not well
maintained

Bike Racks

Need to tie all
areas together
better- some
options: artistic/
creative tie in - can
create a trail to
follow

Seating provided by businesses

Great level of activity,
but be cautious at night.

Improve visibility at intersections

traffic issues could
be resolved with
synchronized lights
(potentially to
improve both ped
crossings and
vehicle flow)

Could we
spruce up the
iconic old
Post Office?
Consider some
sort of
improvement or
project in open
space next to
Post Office.

Improve bike
access to/from
downtown, esp
from river trail,
and crossing
2nd and 3rd

Features

Street trees

W Pioneer Ave

"Jewel of the City"

This is a title...

Features

parked cars and
vegetation at street
corners block lines of
sight for pedestrians and
drivers

Signage and wayfinding

Comment would like to
see better mix
of retailers in
Downtown /
Puyallup core

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

quiet zone
(for trains)

create bike
routes a few
blocks away
from the Main
streets
encourage
biking down the
center of
Meridian, ok to
remove excess
parking

Pertains to Pedestrians
Provide dedicated bike lanes

could potentially
connect north
and south side
of tracks with art

Lighting

There is excessive
parking in the
Downtown area.
Business owners /
employees often
want to park very
near their business

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Improvements for People Biking

non-profit is
responsible for art
maintenance,
concern about
vandalism if installed
around the tracks

creating a
shopping
area, without
vehicular
access

Would be interested in
whether or not speed
humps would ever be
considered in the
downtown core especially on Pioneer
outside Anthem and
Activity Center.

Seating

it gets even more
intense during Farmers
Market, Concerts in the
Park, and so on
- because influx of
people and vehicles more parking spots
used, decreasing lines of
site

Seating provided by businesses

I love dense new housing,
such as the mixed-use
development at 330 3rd St
SW. This will help address
homelessness. And it will
add vibrancy to the
downtown core. Empty
parking lots are the
“missing teeth” of urban
areas.

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Add wider sidewalks

Furnishings

Public art

Provide directional signage to reduce wrong-way drivers

I walked to and from the
fair nearly every day of the
September fair in 2021. I
used 2nd street, crossing
7th Ave - the busiest cross
street. Managed well but
travel speed of motorists
was often over the speed
limit.

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Fairgrounds

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.

Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Transit

Approximate
proposed boundary
for discussing future
of Downtown
Puyallup
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Make existing crosswalks safer

install
recycling bins
that can crush
cans- include
branding

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

Reduce wait times to cross the street

Pertains to Public Art
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Pertains to Bicycles

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

Add wider sidewalks

for pedestrians
crossing from
parking lots, there
is poor traffic light
synchronization
and limited time to
cross

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Improvements for People Walking

Make existing crosswalks safer

Traffic is pretty well
controlled during
the Fair on
Meridian, but off
Meridian it
becomes more
chaotice

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

when there are no
events, time of day
has a big impact on
pedestrian safety
(eg. faster cars and
less visibility early in
the morning)

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes
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The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.
Most of your stars are placed on the South or
West side of town will there be any
considerations for the North or East section of
town, There are large apartment housing
developments along the bike trails but there
is such a disconnect between connecting the
trail heads on the east and north sides of the
downtown core. The bike trail doesn't really
provide a viable alternate route for
commuters or leisure travelers if they can't
cross 2nd/ 3rd street safely. There is also a
highway entrance on the NE side of that
never gets any attention and is impossible to
walk thru, I'd like to see the conversation
grow beyond just Meridian.
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Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Vehicles

Public concern =
removal of street
trees (esp. w/o
replacements)

Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Project area doesn't
really encompass
everything that
should be
"DOWNTOWN"

Don't want to
see healthy
street trees
removed

Improvements for People Driving
Synchronized signals for improved traffic flow

trees in the
landscape give a
better ambiance
than trees in the
park - but it has to
be the right kind of
tree

Arts Downtown
= non-profit.
Arts
Commission =
City.

Robust art
program in
Downtown
engages
community and
artists

Downtown Furnishings
Seating

There’s a risk of creating
non-places. Planters often
result in dead zones where
no one can walk. And
they’re difficult to maintain.
Thin, nicely placed street
trees are much better to me
than most other types of
plantings.

Downtown Features
Street trees

"I limit my
walks to
controlled
pedestrian
crossings"

Planting areas

need for
traffic
calming

Street improvements to slow vehicles

More
garbage /
recycling
receptacles

Increse visibility at intersections

"Clean up"
downtown streets.
Less debris, drug
paraphanelia.
Remove graffiti.
Boarded up
buildings.

Parklets

Puyallup has TONS of
potential, with the
incredible bike trails,
riverfront, train station,
etc. Let’s get the word
out to the rest of Pierce
County! We have an
undiscovered GEM here.

Improve traffic flow after trains pass through Downtown

Improvements for People Walking

Improve visibility at intersections

Make existing crosswalks safer

Reduce wait times to cross the street

The area around the train
station seems ripe for
improvement and
beautification. What is the
impediment to having a
pedestrian crossing within
the station? -potentially an
elevated crossing

Improvements for People Taking
Transit

Legend

Add new transit stops

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Potential Projects

Continue to
encourage
awnings on
storefronts

Protected cycling should be
encouraged right through
Meridian. The higher the
percentage of NON-privateauto traffic we have along
Meridian, the better it will be
for business & the more
exciting & vibrant PLACE we
will create for everyone to
enjoy.

concern for
pedestrians safety if
bike lanes are
implemented

Check out the
"garbage goat" at
Riverfront Park in
downtown
Spokane, WA!

Pertains to Public Art
Add bike racks and lockers

Improve connections to existing regional trails

Pertains to Bicycles

long wait time
for
pedestrians
crossing at
Meridian

One of the more
challenging
places to cross /
for pedestrians

tracks are
dangerous to
cross and
noisy

Flashing
pedestrian
crossing warnings
on Pioneer don't
seem safe enough

I live at Pioneer Park,
and love being able to
get to nearby
businesses. However, I
am 70yo, wobbly, and
the sidewalks and
crossings can be a
challenge -- due to
patching, disrepair etc

Planting areas

Traffic and traffic
issues (incl
pedestrian
conflicts) get even
worse during
events like the
Farmers Market

crosswalk in
front of City
Hall is
broken

East west traffic flow
in general is difficult if
trying to make left
turn on Meridian.
Flags are not used
but blinking lights are
viable

Potential
Pedestrian
Improvement
Projects

traffic lights at
streets that cross
(E/W) Meridian
only allow about 2
cars through -->
long wait

flasher is
taken outhave to use
a flag

Park functions well. A
few "homeless" issues
are ongoing.

Parklets
Public art

Improvements for People Walking
Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit

Add wider sidewalks
Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Unnamed area

Need a
maintenance
plan

Legend
Opportunities

Issues

Crosswalk in
front of Giorgio's
is not well seen
by drivers

Comments

Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Pertains to Pedestrians
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit
Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Identify a better
and safer
crosswalk
opportunity to
access safeway

Decades ago merchants
suggested signage at
The Fair advertising
events downtown and
similar signs downtown
advising residents of
events happening at the
fair

People don't
know
Downtown is
there

most people do NOT
know that there’s a
downtown Puyallup if
they’re attending the
fair. WAYFINDING is
needed!

walk from DT to
Fairgrounds is nicer
since baskets and
Christmas decorations
wire extendedopportunity to extend
them further

opportunity to
incorporate more
historical markers
(eg in the past had
old Opera Building
marked)

Adults almost NEVER go one
block out of their usual paths.
Boston created the 4.2-milelong Freedom Trail decades
ago, and it made ALL the
difference! Even adults LOVE
to follow a signed path,
especially if it’s painted
directly on the road!

New
development?
-- Mixed use,
add housing in
this area?

Signage and wayfinding

Redevelopment with
mixed commercial /
residential in multistory
structures would give an
impression of being
downtown instead of in
the suburbs

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Important to
get building
owners
involved

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

traffic accelerates
too quickly after
light changes
creating a
dengerous
condition

"I always slow
down which
irritates drivers
behind me,
especially during
rush hour."

Add wider sidewalks

Fairgrounds area: Visual
perception of more open
environment - gas station,
strip mall, one story
businesses surrounded
by parking can lead to
more speed.

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Legend

Street trees

Planting areas

Public art

Concern about
homelessness in
public placesE.G. Pioneer Park,
near Safeway

Need more
storefronts.
Feels too
suburban.
Signage and wayfinding

And have a
better mix of
retailers

Developmentpotentially
Condos or new
type of
development

manage
parking- eg.
create/increase
price of parking
to facilitate
turnover

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Make existing crosswalks safer

people who come
from different
places to go to the
Fair, don't know that
Downtown exists,
and therefor don't
visit it

Lighting

Bike Racks

Improvements for People Walking

Crossings like these
don't have an actual red
light for traffic.. doesn't
feel safe enough for
pedestrians, and is also a
hazard for drivers with
unexpected stops or
slowing traffic.

Add new transit stops

connection to DT
not necessarily
legible from Fair
Grounds- people
coming to State
Fair may not know
that it's there

Lighting

meaningful
planting in
front of City
Hall not well
maintained

Bike Racks

Need to tie all
areas together
better- some
options: artistic/
creative tie in - can
create a trail to
follow

Seating provided by businesses

Great level of activity,
but be cautious at night.

Improve visibility at intersections

traffic issues could
be resolved with
synchronized lights
(potentially to
improve both ped
crossings and
vehicle flow)

Could we
spruce up the
iconic old
Post Office?
Consider some
sort of
improvement or
project in open
space next to
Post Office.

Improve bike
access to/from
downtown, esp
from river trail,
and crossing
2nd and 3rd

Features

Street trees

W Pioneer Ave

"Jewel of the City"

This is a title...

Features

parked cars and
vegetation at street
corners block lines of
sight for pedestrians and
drivers

Signage and wayfinding

Comment would like to
see better mix
of retailers in
Downtown /
Puyallup core

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

quiet zone
(for trains)

create bike
routes a few
blocks away
from the Main
streets
encourage
biking down the
center of
Meridian, ok to
remove excess
parking

Pertains to Pedestrians
Provide dedicated bike lanes

could potentially
connect north
and south side
of tracks with art

Lighting

There is excessive
parking in the
Downtown area.
Business owners /
employees often
want to park very
near their business

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Improvements for People Biking

non-profit is
responsible for art
maintenance,
concern about
vandalism if installed
around the tracks

creating a
shopping
area, without
vehicular
access

Would be interested in
whether or not speed
humps would ever be
considered in the
downtown core especially on Pioneer
outside Anthem and
Activity Center.

Seating

it gets even more
intense during Farmers
Market, Concerts in the
Park, and so on
- because influx of
people and vehicles more parking spots
used, decreasing lines of
site

Seating provided by businesses

I love dense new housing,
such as the mixed-use
development at 330 3rd St
SW. This will help address
homelessness. And it will
add vibrancy to the
downtown core. Empty
parking lots are the
“missing teeth” of urban
areas.

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Add wider sidewalks

Furnishings

Public art

Provide directional signage to reduce wrong-way drivers

I walked to and from the
fair nearly every day of the
September fair in 2021. I
used 2nd street, crossing
7th Ave - the busiest cross
street. Managed well but
travel speed of motorists
was often over the speed
limit.

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Fairgrounds

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
the public who participated in two virtual open house
meetings conducted on January 26, 2022.

Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Transit

Approximate
proposed boundary
for discussing future
of Downtown
Puyallup

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Pioneer Park and Civic Center

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.
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Make existing crosswalks safer

install
recycling bins
that can crush
cans- include
branding

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

Reduce wait times to cross the street

Pertains to Public Art
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Pertains to Bicycles

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

Add wider sidewalks

for pedestrians
crossing from
parking lots, there
is poor traffic light
synchronization
and limited time to
cross

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Improvements for People Walking

Make existing crosswalks safer

Traffic is pretty well
controlled during
the Fair on
Meridian, but off
Meridian it
becomes more
chaotice

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

when there are no
events, time of day
has a big impact on
pedestrian safety
(eg. faster cars and
less visibility early in
the morning)

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Unused Images
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Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Project Area
January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.
Most of your stars are placed on the South or
West side of town will there be any
considerations for the North or East section of
town, There are large apartment housing
developments along the bike trails but there
is such a disconnect between connecting the
trail heads on the east and north sides of the
downtown core. The bike trail doesn't really
provide a viable alternate route for
commuters or leisure travelers if they can't
cross 2nd/ 3rd street safely. There is also a
highway entrance on the NE side of that
never gets any attention and is impossible to
walk thru, I'd like to see the conversation
grow beyond just Meridian.

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Downtown

Legend
Opportunities

Issues

Comments

January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

Potential Projects

January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
the public who participated in two virtual open house
meetings conducted on January 26, 2022.

January 26, 2022 | Virtual Open House

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Vehicles

Public concern =
removal of street
trees (esp. w/o
replacements)

Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Project area doesn't
really encompass
everything that
should be
"DOWNTOWN"

Don't want to
see healthy
street trees
removed

Improvements for People Driving
Synchronized signals for improved traffic flow

trees in the
landscape give a
better ambiance
than trees in the
park - but it has to
be the right kind of
tree

Arts Downtown
= non-profit.
Arts
Commission =
City.

Robust art
program in
Downtown
engages
community and
artists

Downtown Furnishings
Seating

There’s a risk of creating
non-places. Planters often
result in dead zones where
no one can walk. And
they’re difficult to maintain.
Thin, nicely placed street
trees are much better to me
than most other types of
plantings.

Downtown Features
Street trees

"I limit my
walks to
controlled
pedestrian
crossings"

Planting areas

need for
traffic
calming

Street improvements to slow vehicles

More
garbage /
recycling
receptacles

Increse visibility at intersections

"Clean up"
downtown streets.
Less debris, drug
paraphanelia.
Remove graffiti.
Boarded up
buildings.

Parklets

Puyallup has TONS of
potential, with the
incredible bike trails,
riverfront, train station,
etc. Let’s get the word
out to the rest of Pierce
County! We have an
undiscovered GEM here.

Improve traffic flow after trains pass through Downtown

Improvements for People Walking

Improve visibility at intersections

Make existing crosswalks safer

Reduce wait times to cross the street

The area around the train
station seems ripe for
improvement and
beautification. What is the
impediment to having a
pedestrian crossing within
the station? -potentially an
elevated crossing

Improvements for People Taking
Transit

Legend

Add new transit stops

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Potential Projects

Continue to
encourage
awnings on
storefronts

Protected cycling should be
encouraged right through
Meridian. The higher the
percentage of NON-privateauto traffic we have along
Meridian, the better it will be
for business & the more
exciting & vibrant PLACE we
will create for everyone to
enjoy.

concern for
pedestrians safety if
bike lanes are
implemented

Check out the
"garbage goat" at
Riverfront Park in
downtown
Spokane, WA!

Pertains to Public Art
Add bike racks and lockers

Improve connections to existing regional trails

Pertains to Bicycles

long wait time
for
pedestrians
crossing at
Meridian

One of the more
challenging
places to cross /
for pedestrians

tracks are
dangerous to
cross and
noisy

Flashing
pedestrian
crossing warnings
on Pioneer don't
seem safe enough

I live at Pioneer Park,
and love being able to
get to nearby
businesses. However, I
am 70yo, wobbly, and
the sidewalks and
crossings can be a
challenge -- due to
patching, disrepair etc

Planting areas

Traffic and traffic
issues (incl
pedestrian
conflicts) get even
worse during
events like the
Farmers Market

crosswalk in
front of City
Hall is
broken

East west traffic flow
in general is difficult if
trying to make left
turn on Meridian.
Flags are not used
but blinking lights are
viable

Potential
Pedestrian
Improvement
Projects

traffic lights at
streets that cross
(E/W) Meridian
only allow about 2
cars through -->
long wait

flasher is
taken outhave to use
a flag

Park functions well. A
few "homeless" issues
are ongoing.

Parklets
Public art

Improvements for People Walking
Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit

Add wider sidewalks
Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Unnamed area

Need a
maintenance
plan

Legend
Opportunities

Issues

Crosswalk in
front of Giorgio's
is not well seen
by drivers

Comments

Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Pertains to Pedestrians
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit
Pertains to Public Art
Pertains to Bicycles

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Identify a better
and safer
crosswalk
opportunity to
access safeway

Decades ago merchants
suggested signage at
The Fair advertising
events downtown and
similar signs downtown
advising residents of
events happening at the
fair

People don't
know
Downtown is
there

most people do NOT
know that there’s a
downtown Puyallup if
they’re attending the
fair. WAYFINDING is
needed!

walk from DT to
Fairgrounds is nicer
since baskets and
Christmas decorations
wire extendedopportunity to extend
them further

opportunity to
incorporate more
historical markers
(eg in the past had
old Opera Building
marked)

Adults almost NEVER go one
block out of their usual paths.
Boston created the 4.2-milelong Freedom Trail decades
ago, and it made ALL the
difference! Even adults LOVE
to follow a signed path,
especially if it’s painted
directly on the road!

New
development?
-- Mixed use,
add housing in
this area?

Signage and wayfinding

Redevelopment with
mixed commercial /
residential in multistory
structures would give an
impression of being
downtown instead of in
the suburbs

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Important to
get building
owners
involved

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

traffic accelerates
too quickly after
light changes
creating a
dengerous
condition

"I always slow
down which
irritates drivers
behind me,
especially during
rush hour."

Add wider sidewalks

Fairgrounds area: Visual
perception of more open
environment - gas station,
strip mall, one story
businesses surrounded
by parking can lead to
more speed.

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Legend

Street trees

Planting areas

Public art

Concern about
homelessness in
public placesE.G. Pioneer Park,
near Safeway

Need more
storefronts.
Feels too
suburban.
Signage and wayfinding

And have a
better mix of
retailers

Developmentpotentially
Condos or new
type of
development

manage
parking- eg.
create/increase
price of parking
to facilitate
turnover

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Opportunities

Issues

Comments

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Make existing crosswalks safer

people who come
from different
places to go to the
Fair, don't know that
Downtown exists,
and therefor don't
visit it

Lighting

Bike Racks

Improvements for People Walking

Crossings like these
don't have an actual red
light for traffic.. doesn't
feel safe enough for
pedestrians, and is also a
hazard for drivers with
unexpected stops or
slowing traffic.

Add new transit stops

connection to DT
not necessarily
legible from Fair
Grounds- people
coming to State
Fair may not know
that it's there

Lighting

meaningful
planting in
front of City
Hall not well
maintained

Bike Racks

Need to tie all
areas together
better- some
options: artistic/
creative tie in - can
create a trail to
follow

Seating provided by businesses

Great level of activity,
but be cautious at night.

Improve visibility at intersections

traffic issues could
be resolved with
synchronized lights
(potentially to
improve both ped
crossings and
vehicle flow)

Could we
spruce up the
iconic old
Post Office?
Consider some
sort of
improvement or
project in open
space next to
Post Office.

Improve bike
access to/from
downtown, esp
from river trail,
and crossing
2nd and 3rd

Features

Street trees

W Pioneer Ave

"Jewel of the City"

This is a title...

Features

parked cars and
vegetation at street
corners block lines of
sight for pedestrians and
drivers

Signage and wayfinding

Comment would like to
see better mix
of retailers in
Downtown /
Puyallup core

Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

quiet zone
(for trains)

create bike
routes a few
blocks away
from the Main
streets
encourage
biking down the
center of
Meridian, ok to
remove excess
parking

Pertains to Pedestrians
Provide dedicated bike lanes

could potentially
connect north
and south side
of tracks with art

Lighting

There is excessive
parking in the
Downtown area.
Business owners /
employees often
want to park very
near their business

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Improvements for People Biking

non-profit is
responsible for art
maintenance,
concern about
vandalism if installed
around the tracks

creating a
shopping
area, without
vehicular
access

Would be interested in
whether or not speed
humps would ever be
considered in the
downtown core especially on Pioneer
outside Anthem and
Activity Center.

Seating

it gets even more
intense during Farmers
Market, Concerts in the
Park, and so on
- because influx of
people and vehicles more parking spots
used, decreasing lines of
site

Seating provided by businesses

I love dense new housing,
such as the mixed-use
development at 330 3rd St
SW. This will help address
homelessness. And it will
add vibrancy to the
downtown core. Empty
parking lots are the
“missing teeth” of urban
areas.

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Add wider sidewalks

Furnishings

Public art

Provide directional signage to reduce wrong-way drivers

I walked to and from the
fair nearly every day of the
September fair in 2021. I
used 2nd street, crossing
7th Ave - the busiest cross
street. Managed well but
travel speed of motorists
was often over the speed
limit.

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Fairgrounds

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.

Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Transit

Approximate
proposed boundary
for discussing future
of Downtown
Puyallup

Meridian Streetscape Project
Issues and Opportunities | Pioneer Park and Civic Center

The notes on this graphic document comments received from
public who participated in two virtual open house meetings
conducted on January 26, 2022.

Make existing crosswalks safer

install
recycling bins
that can crush
cans- include
branding

Statement Affirmed by Multiple Participants
Pertains to Pedestrians
Pertains to Vehicles
Pertains to Transit

Reduce wait times to cross the street

Pertains to Public Art
Provide dedicated bike lanes

Pertains to Bicycles

Remove sidewalk obstructions

Improvements for People Biking
and Taking Transit
Add new transit stops

Add wider sidewalks

for pedestrians
crossing from
parking lots, there
is poor traffic light
synchronization
and limited time to
cross

Provide better pedestrian access to train station

Improve visibility at intersections
Add bike racks and lockers

Potential Projects
Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

Improvements for People Walking

Make existing crosswalks safer

Traffic is pretty well
controlled during
the Fair on
Meridian, but off
Meridian it
becomes more
chaotice

Increase lighting, benches and shelters at transit stops

when there are no
events, time of day
has a big impact on
pedestrian safety
(eg. faster cars and
less visibility early in
the morning)

Reduce wait times to cross the street
Provide dedicated bike lanes
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